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Boris Sergievsky was one of the most colorful of the early
aviators. He made his first flight less than ten years after the
Wright brothers made theirs; he made his last only four years
before the Concorde took off. Born in Russia, Sergievsky
learned to fly in 1912. In World War I, he became a muchdecorated infantry officer and then a fighter pilot, battling the
Austro-Hungarians. During the Russian Civil War that
followed, he fought on three fronts against the Bolsheviks.
Coming to America in 1923, the first job he could find in New
York was with a pick and shovel, digging the Holland Tunnel,
but he soon joined Igor Sikorsky’s airplane company. Over
the next decade as chief test pilot for the company, he tested
the Sikorsky flying boats that Pan American Airways used to
establish its world-wide routes, setting seventeen world
aviation records along the way. Sergievsky also flew
pioneering flights across unchartered African and Latin
American jungles in the 1930s, flew with Charles Lindbergh,
tested early helicopters and jets, and flew his own Grumman
Mallard on charter flights until 1965. Through it all, his sense
of humor remained intact, as did his passion for beautiful
women.
When she takes a job at Buckingham Ranch, Temperance
Tyler, a veritable spitfire, meets her match in half-breed Brit
Hand, half-Comanche and the son of an English earl who
shows her a passion like she has never known. Reprint.
Georgina Sophia Bailey is a determined young woman who is
working towards making her mark in the world of finance. All
is going according to plan both in her personal and
professional life, where she can look forward to a glittering
future. However, it all turns to ashes. She is caught up in a
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dreadful scandal, and the man she thought she could spend
the rest of her life with turns his back on her and runs away to
America. Her future appears to be in tatters, but she picks
herself up and, with the help of her landladys disabled son,
starts afresh. This is her story, together with all the varied
characters that are part of the rich and colourful tapestry of
this tale. The story moves from Bedford, England, to
Northumberland, the great city of York, then over the water to
New York and Washington DC, and finally returns to York,
UK.
Learn to recognize, read aloud, and write katakana and
hiragana. Acquire a basic knowledge of the structure and
mechanics of kanji (i.e. distinguishing one kanji character
from another, stroke order), which is essential for using
dictionaries and indexes, and for recognizing and
remembering kanji. This textbook covers the most common
words in an enjoyable and humorous way. This texbook designed for college students and business people learning
Japanese - provides a practical introduction the the Japanese
written language. The lessons are presented in contexts that
beginning students are likely to encounter. Such survival
situations include finding one's way around Japan and Tokyo,
reading street and other signs, and shopping and dining (lots
of useful information about Japanese dishes is included ).
Amber Harris is a good girl on the brink of womanhood.
Stanley Morrison is a young man at the start of his life. For
each other, they have always felt the fireworks that two
people in love should feel. But the questions about his past,
his pride, and Amber's father might be the end of what could
be a strong relationship. As the two try to protect their
budding romance, some unlikely but powerful forces conspire
to keep them apart. Will they survive the wishes of everyone
around them with their relationship intact?
Ace Dalton is the middle son, the black sheep of the family.
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Drinking, women, gambling-welcome to Ace's world.Until dear
old dad cuts off Ace's credit cards and forces him to work at
the family distillery, insisting that it's time for Ace to grow
up.But whiskey isn't the only thing brewing at Dalton
Enterprises when an environmental agency files a class
action lawsuit, forcing them to cease and desist production.
Meanwhile, Ace falls for the one woman in Nashville,
Tennessee who doesn't want him-Callie Harrison.Can he win
her over and save the family business or will the pressure be
too hot for Ace to handle?
Seductive Nights Series Sono passati due anni da quando
Clay e Julia sono diventati inseparabili. Ma tra loro la
passione è ancora accesa come il primo giorno. Il
matrimonio, se possibile, ha reso la loro chimica ancora più
focosa, con il carattere dominante di Clay che si combina
perfettamente con quello esuberante di Julia. Quando
cominciano a pensare che niente possa renderli più felici, un
imprevisto fa irruzione nelle loro vite. Un imprevisto con
quattro zampe e una coda scodinzolante. Si chiama Ace, e
sarà impossibile non innamorarsene.

One Man. One Gun. One Law. It's an American icon: the
Western shootist, living by skill, courage and a
willingness to spit in death's eye. Now, the greatest
names in Western literature turn this mythical character
upside down, inside out and every way but loose. . . In
The Trouble with Dude, award-winning author Johnny
Boggs saddles a once-famous lawman with some highpaying New York dudes in search of Western thrills who
get more than they bargained for; in. Uncle Jeff and the
Gunfighter Western master storyteller Elmer Kelton
chronicles a quarrel between a hardscrabble Texas
rancher and a killer for hire--with results that stun a town.
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. . William W. Johnstone and J.A. Johnstone offer
Inferno: A Last Gunfighter Story featuring series hero
Frank Morgan. From a pistol-packing woman to a freed
slave heading into a Nebraska winter and an education
in gun fighting, The Law Of The Gun is about journeys,
vendettas, stand-offs, and legends that end--or
sometimes just begin--with the roar of a gun. . .
Kennelly followed his shocking epic poem Cromwell with
the even more notorious Book of Judas, which topped
the Irish bestsellers list. This new piece of mischief outJudases Cromwell, sinking its teeth into the pants of
poetry itself. Here, the author plays devil's advocate,
exploring the 'poetryworlds' of one Ace de Horner who is
slowly going blind. Helped by his uglyjoe dog, Kanooce,
and by a woman, Janey Mary, Ace thinks he is
connecting the fragments of his life a little more
convincingly. Not so! As the poem digs into Ace's vanity,
visions, fantasies, failures, dedication and absurdity, the
reader is aware of Ace's frustration in his efforts to relate
to poetry, to his jocular distortions of language and to his
pained perspective on the world.
Max Stafford lives on the edge. When it comes to
mountain rescues, Max is the man everyone wants on
their side. The brave and bearded DILF is willing to climb
virtually anywhere to save the day. No peak is too high;
no crevasse too low. Unless, of course, it comes to his
seven-year-old daughter. She’s the one thing he’s
unwilling to put at risk. Elena Villanova is scared of her
own shadow. Anxiety is a way of life for Elena, but it’s a
way of life she’s learned to embrace. So what if she
can’t board a plane or snowshoe through the forest?
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She’s great at being a nanny for the Stafford family.
She’s even better at loving Max, even if the hot older
man refuses to see past her age. With two weeks of
isolation at a remote mountain cabin planned for the
holidays, she’ll have all the time she needs to prove him
wrong. But with a storm coming and danger on the
horizon, time might be the one thing they don't have.
"Lanier of the Cavalry; or, A Week's Arrest" by Charles
King. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From
well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature,
we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
A Blues Bibliography, Second Edition is a revised and
enlarged version of the definitive blues bibliography first
published in 1999. Material previously omitted from the
first edition has now been included, and the bibliography
has been expanded to include works published since
then. In addition to biographical references, this work
includes entries on the history and background of the
blues, instruments, record labels, reference sources,
regional variations and lyric transcriptions and musical
analysis. The Blues Bibliography is an invaluable guide
to the enthusiastic market among libraries specializing in
music and African-American culture and among
individual blues scholars.
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Come inside the world of Seductive Nights one more
time in A Wildly Seductive Night! My sexy as sin, dirtytalking husband and I are living our best life together in
Manhattan. Clay and I dote on little girl, enjoy thriving
careers and indulge in the best nights together ever. But
when competition rears its head in my bar business, I
have to pull out all the stops to show I’m not a one-hit
wonder in my field. Turns out though that this drink
contest inspires my husband and I in other ways -- ways
that might lead to even more wildly seductive nights. The
reading order for the NYT Bestselling Seductive Nights
series is Night After Night, After This Night, and One
More Night and A Wildly Seductive Night.
He can't resist the heat! "I always leave." Part of the elite
Hotshot firefighting team, Cody Mallehan is happy to
jump from one dangerous situation to another. Getting
attached to anything—or anyone—is the one risk he's not
willing to take. So he carefully nurtures his "bad boy"
reputation to keep people at a distance. Until his
gorgeous, sexy new landlady tempts him to get very,
very close. Serena Beaumont is busy trying to hang on
to her aging but beautiful boardinghouse. A home where
she hopes to one day raise a family. She can't afford
lusty thoughts about her newest boarder, his
mouthwatering ripped body or his wicked reputation. But
even the promise of getting burned won't stop Serena
from seducing the hottest man she's ever met…
Now all 4 titles in the Tempered Series by Pamela S
Thibodeaux are combined into a single book along with a
bonus short story and a sneak peek into #5 in the series
Tempered Truth (coming sometime in the near future)!
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Contains: Tempered Hearts, Tempered Dreams,
Tempered Fire, Tempered Joy, & Lori's Redemption
The Elemental Mixology Tipples books contain a
multitude of classic, popular, rare and custom drinks.
Book two covers Blossoms, Fruitballs and Possets. By
returning to the tradition of understanding drinks by
types, these are the only current books that let the
reader look up drinks even if not knowing their name or
even knowing for sure whether they already exist. All are
prepared, according to the principles of traditional,
American mixology. Recommended liquor, glassware
and tools required for making each type of drink is
indicated throughout the book. There are also sections
the history of the types of, and often specific, drinks. The
complete set of books one through four are needed for
coverage of all types of drinks.
One Hot Cowboy WeddingSourcebooks, Inc.
“True Friends of the Heart,”continutes the adventures of
the main characters in my first book, “The White
Starched Apron.” Maggie, Red and Glenda Faye go their
separate ways, but this book brings them back together
once more. There are all new adventures, trials and
tribulations to over come. There is love, sorrow and
much happiness when, “The Fearsome Three Some,
continue their lives during World War II, in Speedway
City, Indiana.”
In this gripping new crime novel from the New York
Times-bestselling author, Quinn Colson returns to take
down a criminal syndicate that has ravaged his
community, threatened his family, and tried to have him
killed. Shot up and left for dead, Sheriff Quinn Colson
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has revenge on his mind. With the help of his new wife,
Maggie; rehabilitation; and sheer force of will, he's
walking again, eager to resume his work as a southern
lawman and track down those responsible for his
attempted murder. But someone is standing in his way:
an interim sheriff, appointed by the newly elected
Governor Vardaman, the man who Quinn knows ordered
his murder. Vardaman sits at the top of the state's power
structure--both legal and criminal--and little does he
know, Quinn is still working to take him down. Quinn will
enlist the help of his most trusted friends, including
federal agent Jon Holliday, U.S. Marshal Lillie Virgil, and
Nat Wilikins, an undercover agent now working for crime
queen Fannie Hathcock. Since Quinn's been gone, the
criminal element in North Mississippi has flourished, with
Hathcock enjoying unbridled freedom. Now as a bustling
factory shuts down, a labor leader ends up dead, and
Quinn's own nephew goes missing, everything looks to
be unraveling. Even an old friend from Quinn's past,
Donnie Varner, is out of jail and up to his own ways.
Quinn Colson and company have been planning for
years, and now they're finally ready to bust apart a
criminal empire running on a rigged system for far too
long. This is the Battle of Jericho, the epic showdown
that's been years in the making. Eventually, the war will
end--for better or worse.
Updated with photos and new interviews. The heady,
drug-induced decades of the sixties and seventies
provide the backdrop for this all-star account of addiction
and recovery. Among the celebrities interviewed by Gary
Stromberg for The Harder They Fall are comedian
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Richard Lewis; musicians Alice Cooper, Grace Slick, Dr.
John, and Chuck Negron (Three Dog Night); actors
Malcolm McDowell and Mariette Hartley; Pulitzer Prizewinning poet Franz Wright; writer Anne Lamott; and
athletes Doc Ellis and Gerry Cooney. The good news?
All are recovering and leading lives of extraordinary
accomplishment. "My own disease would like to tell you
that my 'isms' are now my 'wasims.' But as this book
reads, it's an ongoing process that leads to the sweetest
spirituality. My hat's off and great kudos to those who
share their story like it is for those of us who still need to
hear it." -Steven Tyler - Aerosmith "Read this book! Here
are the real winners in life. The best and the brightest
with devastating illnesses, living clean, sober, confident,
happy lives. If you want to know about alcoholism and
addiction and how to get "weller than well," read this
book." Capt. Ronald E. Smith - Chairman of the Dept. of
Psychiatry, National Naval Medical Center and for twelve
years the Psychiatric Consultant to the U S Congress
"Here are the stories of twenty-one celebrities who had
everything until their abusive chemicals showed them
that, at the bottom, they had nothing at all. These
pioneers in the modern drug abuse epidemic eventually
each found their way into recovery, even redemption.
These inspiring stories tell of the joy of finding a way of
being that is more precious than fame and fortune."
Robert L. DuPont, M.D. - White House Drug Czar for
President Nixon and Ford (1973 to 1977), author of The
Selfish Brain
Ever notice that sometimes a guy will do something
really stupid, like let the love of his life slip through his
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fingers? Yeah. I'm that guy. But the moment I run into
the woman I once loved madly, I've got one goal and one
goal only--a second chance. The plan? Go big or go
home. Fine, at first glance, stripping naked at my exgirlfriend's place of work might not seem like the
brightest way to win her heart again. But trust me on this
count--she always liked me best without any clothes on.
And you've got to play to your strengths when you're
fighting an uphill battle. As a lawyer, I know how to fight,
and I'm prepared to fight hard for her. Because
sometimes you need a second chance at first love.

A massive novel of World War II Los Angeles. The
crowning work of an American master. It is January,
1942. Torrential rainstorms hit L.A. A body is
unearthed in Griffith Park. The cops rate it a routine
dead-man job. They're grievously wrong. It's a
summons to misalliance and all the spoils of a brandnew war. Elmer Jackson is a corrupt Vice cop. He's
a flesh peddler and a bagman for the L.A. Chief of
Police. Hideo Ashida is a crime-lab whiz, caught up
in the maelstrom of the Japanese internment. Dudley
Smith is an LAPD hardnose working Army
Intelligence. He's gone rogue and gone all-the-way
Fascist. Joan Conville was born rogue. She's a
defrocked Navy lieutenant and a war profiteer to her
core. They've signed on for the dead-man job.
They've got a hot date with History. They will fight
their inner wars within The War with unstoppable
fury.
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Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes
a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will
remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby
must live in his apartment for the same amount of
time.
Bud Anderson is a flyers flyer. The Californians
enduring love of flying began in the 1920s with the
planes that flew over his fathers farm. In January
1942, he entered the Army Air Corps Aviation Cadet
Program. Later after he received his wings and flew
P-39s, he was chosen as one of the original flight
leaders of the new 357th Fighter Group. Equipped
with the new and deadly P-51 Mustang, the group
shot down five enemy aircraft for each one it lost
while escorting bombers to targets deep inside
Germany. But the price was high. Half of its pilots
were killed or imprisoned, including some of Buds
closest friends. In February 1944, Bud Anderson,
entered the uncertain, exhilarating, and deadly world
of aerial combat. He flew two tours of combat
against the Luftwaffe in less than a year. In battles
sometimes involving hundreds of airplanes, he
ranked among the groups leading aces with 16 aerial
victories. He flew 116 missions in his old crow
without ever being hit by enemy aircraft or turning
back for any reason, despite one life or death
confrontation after another. His friend Chuck Yeager,
who flew with Anderson in the 357th, says, In an
airplane, the guy was a mongoosethe best fighter
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pilot I ever saw. Buds years as a test pilot were at
least as risky. In one bizarre experiment, he
repeatedly linked up in midair with a B-29 bomber,
wingtip to wingtip. In other tests, he flew a jet fighter
that was launched and retrieved from a giant B-36
bomber. As in combat, he lost many friends flying
tests such as these. Bud commanded a squadron of
F-86 jet fighters in postwar Korea, and a wing of
F-105s on Okinawa during the mid-1960s. In 1970 at
age 48, he flew combat strikes as a wing
commander against communist supply lines. To Fly
and Fight is about flying, plain and simple: the joys
and dangers and the very special skills it demands.
Touching, thoughtful, and dead honest, it is the story
of a boy who grew up living his dream.
After magic and monsters re-enter the world, the
island of Galveston splits into two sides: the "normal"
half, and Carnival, an endless Mardi Gras where
miracles abound. "Terrific fun." — Publishers Weekly.
This book depicts only fictional people, places, and
things. Any similarities between anything written on
the pages of this book and any actual event that may
have occurred since that moment when the first
human indirectly crawled out of the ocean to
proclaim him or herself the first King of Earth and
began subjugating the “others,” is 100%
coincidental. Furthermore, if you honestly believe
that anything in this book is about you, then you are
likely suffering from some form of schizophrenic or
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narcissistic personality disorder and need “help.”
But for the sake of argument, I’ll play along with
your delusional vanity. Let’s say that this book is
100% about you, like everything else in your selfdeluding mind. So what! In a little 100 years, no one
will remember that you ever existed! So stop whining
about everything! All you do is whine about
everything, and feel sorry for yourself! And if you
actually think about it, the entire notion of eating a
hot fudge sundae for breakfast is ludicrous anyway.
Book 4 in the Spikes & Spurs Series Cowboy
weddings that happen in Vegas never stay in
Vegas... Hunky cowboy Ace Riley wasn't planning on
settling down, but his family had other plans for him.
The only way to save his hide, and his playboy
lifestyle, is to discreetly marry his best friend,
Jasmine King. Fiesty city-girl Jasmine was just
helping out her friend-that is, until their first kiss stirs
up a whole mess of trouble, and suddenly discretion
is thrown to the wind. One hot cowboy, one riled up
woman... And they'll be married for a year, like it or
not! Spikes & Spurs Series Love Drunk Cowboy
(Book 1) Red's Hot Cowboy (Book 2) Darn Good
Cowboy Christmas (Book 3) One Hot Cowboy
Wedding (Book 4) Mistletoe Cowboy (Book 5) Just a
Cowboy and His Baby (Book 6) Cowboy Seeks Bride
(Book 7) Praise for Carolyn Brown's Spikes & Spurs
series: "An old fashioned love story told well...A
delight."-RT Book Reviews, 4 stars "Tender and
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passionate love scenes...endearing and quirky
characters...an absolutely adorable story."-The
Romance Studio "Plenty of twists, turns, and how
cowboys, and a story line that's got to be
continued."-Long and Short Reviews
She’s been looking for the perfect man. She found
two. When Rachel Riley sacrificed a life in Eden to
protect the O’Kanes, she earned her place in the
powerful Sector Four gang. But the former crime
princess is tired of being everyone’s sweet little
sister . It’s time for her to get wild, to embrace her
fantasies as only an O’Kane can—with a delicious
exiled soldier and the gang’s wickedly sinful tattoo
artist. A saint... Lorenzo Cruz is a warrior, taught by
his commanding officers in Eden that involvement
equals distraction. Emotion is a liability, and desire a
sin. In Sector Four, he finds decadence, shameless
sex—and his own dark urges. No battle strategy
prepared him for how Rachel makes his heart
race…or the way his rival for her affections sets his
blood on fire. ...and a sinner. Ace Santana has a
dirty reputation and a mind to match, especially
where his new lovers are concerned. He’s eager to
help Cruz embrace his dominant side, and to explore
the lines between pleasure and pain with Rachel.
But corrupting them quickly becomes an obsession,
a need he can’t deny—and a love he never imagined.
Three hearts on the line means a hundred ways their
ménage a trois could go wrong. After all, even
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O’Kanes do forever two-by-two. One of them could
be the missing piece that makes them all whole…or a
temporary diversion destined for a broken heart.
Kelly Vein By Jason Poloniato "I'm twenty-three
years old, Dad. I had a husband and a son. Since
they've been killed, I've been through enough to go
through my own hell." Kelly Vein has one thing on
her mind: vengeance. Her search for Charles Dexter,
the man who murdered her entire town, killing her
neighbors, friends, and especially her husband and
son, will not end until she sees him dead. Kelly Vein
is a western action story, particularly for young
adults who enjoy stories about badass characters.
BAD BOYS AREN'T HER STYLE Schoolteacher
Lynnie McBride has only one reason for attending
the Valentine Ball at the state capital, and it's not
romance. The suffragette protest she's planned is
sure to get the attention of the governor and the
legislators present. But her escort, roguish Ace
Durango, is nothing but an irritation—until her "Votes
for Woman" banner causes a riot that lands them
both in jail, and costs Lynnie her teaching position.
Spending another minute with irresponsible Ace is
punishment enough in Lynnie's eyes, even if his
good looks and charm are suddenly hard to ignore. .
. . . .UNTIL SHE METS THE RIGHT MANAs far as
Ace is concerned, taking the prim little schoolmarm
to the ball more than repaid the favor he owed his
parents. Now circumstances have conspired to make
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Ace the boss on one last cattle drive to Kansas,
giving him a chance to prove to his family that he
can handle whatever the job- and his future
inheritance-brings. Unless it's Miss McBride herself,
tagging along to attend a women's rights meeting in
Dodge City. Suddenly Ace wonders if he can hold
his own against the feisty young thing who won't take
no for an answer –and who just might be the partner
of his dreams. . .
Ace Bear has no love for the small coastal town of
Spruce Harbor, Maine. When he returns as a DEA
officer to investigate a cocaine ring operating in the
area, he is forced to confront the woman he loved
twelve years ago. Even though he believes she
betrayed him, the ties between them remain strong.
Brenna can’t believe the man who deserted her
years ago has the nerve to show up in Spruce
Harbor and act all innocent, as if he didn’t destroy
her world. When she finds out why he’s returned,
fear for her brother forces her to cooperate with his
investigation. As layers of lies are revealed and they
fight for their lives, Brenna and Ace try to recapture
the love they once shared. But they’ll have to learn
to trust each other again, and there’s a ruthless
killer out there who is ready to end their second
chance.
Warning: If you cross Slocum’s pal, you’d better not
cross Slocum’s path. After so many years riding
solo, John Slocum was glad to be traveling with
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Harley Duggan. He knew he’d found a man he could
trust the moment Harley saved his hide during a
barroom brawl. For weeks they’ve been whooping it
up from town to town…until they hit Whizbang. This
small civic-minded town is keeping a close eye on
the two strangers while the marshal’s away. First,
they jump to conclusions—mistaking Slocum and
Harley for horse thieves. Then they jump the
gun—and decide to throw a little necktie party. When
an innocent man ends up swinging, the vigilantes
realize they have to bury their mistake. Which means
they have to kill Slocum. Unless Slocum kills them
first...
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